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01- VISITOR 
CENTER FOR FARNSWORTH HOUSE

SPRING 2016

YEAR

TIME

5 MONTHS

PROFESSORS

PAUL HARDIN KAPP

LOCATION

PLANO, ILLINOIS, USA

GUILLEM CANUDAS

GROUP

JOSEP FORASTE

 This visitor’s center, is the gateway to the world of The Farnsworth House.  Mies’s ideas 
are reconsidered, and their essence are presented to the visitor in a new way. The Access, throu-
gh a transitional space, blurs the boundary between the interior space and the environment. Once 
inside, the space is open and continuous, defined by fixed elements which contain different 
uses, and are organized in a similar manner as Farnsworth House.

The plan is organized around “served” and “serving spaces”. Served spaces are closed objects and 
serving spaces are open and flowing. This organization allows these rooms to be directly connec-
ted to the whole, but at the same time to have their own space.













02 - ROMA AGER

SPRING 2015

YEAR

TIME

5 MONTHS

LOCATION

POMEZIA, ITALY

GUILLEM CANUDAS

GROUP

 Located near Rome, Italy, in the Lazio region, in a city called Pomezia. The project at-
tempts to relocate a gypsy camp where people are living in subhuman conditions, offering them 
a decent place to live.

  The key element blending and combining this community with the landscape and 
territory is, the use of the landscape itself. Lazio is surrounded by a great deal of vineyards and 
agricultural plots; we take advantage of this, to use it as an element creating community, and en-
couraging social integration. The dwellings proposed cover the basic needs for living, but each 
one comes with a backyard, front yards, and a versatile “non-build” space which can be used in 
many different ways. 

MIQUEL ARIAS

MARTA PUIGDOMENECH
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croplands organisation

vineyards organisation

open spaces from forest

open spaces from croplands
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L’habitatge esta format per la vivenda 
propiament dita i l’hivernacle (baix cost), 
que és un espai polivalent. En la zona 
de vivienda hi ha les facilitats i serveis 
minims per viure. Aquesta part es pot 
extendre cap a l’hivernacle si les ne-
cecitats dels usuaris ho requeriexen. Adaptabilitat

Relació Habitatge-Hivernacle

Franja de serveis exterior

Relació exterior

Inèrcia termica

Creixement cap a l’hivernacle

Hivernacle compartit

Creixement cap al veí Secció Habitatge / Alineació Opció Altell

Diposit d’aigues

Ventilació Hivernacle

AXONOMETRIA

TIPOLOGIES SEGONS L’USUARI

HABITAT

PU(c) QP2014/2015 ROMA 20-25. ARQUITECTURES I/EN ESPAIS DE TRANSICIÓ.

ÀMBIT 15: ROMA AGER / GRUP  B 
Miquel Arias Costa

Guillem Canudas Gorgas
Marta Puigdomènech Aguilar
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Presa electricitat

Jardinera

Banc

Diposits
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03 - HOUSING 

[Academic use only] 

IN PARETS DEL VALLS

SPRING 2014

YEAR

TIME

5 MONTHS

LOCATION

PARETS DEL VALLS

GUILLEM CANUDAS

GROUP

 Located in Parets del Vallès, the site is located on the edge of the urban grid of Parets del 
Vallès, between the industrial and the residential zone. It is also in the halfway between city and 
countryside, and next to the river: Riera de tenes and its park. There are some traditional country 
houses, which will be kept and improved, and  used as facilities for the new complex.

 To get pedestrian conectivity, several streets are oppened, connecting and giving access 
to the river park.The multifamily buildings are placed facing the main road, acting as a  sound 
barrier. The closer buildings are to the park, the lower and smaller they are. Throughout the whole 
complex, the public outdoor space is strengthened with the private outdoor space.
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04- HOUSING IN BARCELONA

FALL 2013

YEAR

TIME

5 MONTHS

PROFESORS

JOAN LLECHA  
ARCADI DE BOBES

LOCATION

CARRER BALMES, 
BARCELONA

GUILLEM CANUDAS, 
MERC CELMA

GROUP

 Located in Barcelona, in Carrer Balmes, the project attempts to create a combination of 
workable space with dwellings, offering the possibility for the dwellers, to have their own office 
right next to their apartment. To do so, some of the units proposed, are directly combined with 
offices. 
 We articulate different sized-dwellings to offer a grander variety of apartments. They all 
have double orientation giving them a natural and crossed ventilation, along with natural ilumina-
tion thanks to the patios created along the building. They give also a direct relation between the 
exterior creating thresholds spaces that can be considered as an extension of the interior towards 
the exterior.



existing walls

street alignment

build zones

ventilation and ilumination

supplying zones

communication











05 - MAG IN BETWEEN - NURSERY SCHOOL

FALL 2016

YEAR

TIME

1 MONTH

LOCATION

AMSTERDAM

GUILLEM CANUDAS

GROUP

MIQUEL ARIAS

The site is conceived as a powerful one for its location near the water but at the same time, for 
having a direct visual connection with downtown Amsterdam, and being directly connected with 
the city center. The project crystalizes this duality, offering a direct access to the water, and a view 
deck over it, and at the same time it creates a slope for people to gather and have a rest looking 
back, towards the city center and being and amphitheater for outdoor movie nights when Pluck 
de Nacht open air film festival occurs. 
 This space can be used in so many other ways. It becomes a public plaza, a place where 
people can gather and enjoy the outdoor space.
 

GUILLEM BIGAS

ALBERT AGUNDEZ

ARCHMEDIUM - ACP

COMPETITION



 The cultural center and the 
nursery school are conceived as 
small elements distributed through 
the site creating different sized semi-
public spaces, that can serve not only 
the cultural center and the nursery 
school when working, but also can 
turn into a great public space whene-
ver needed to.  

The school is organized into small 
units composed of 3 different sized 
classes, gathered around a priva-
te common courtyard. They can be 
used as 3 independent classes but 
can also be converted into one big-
ger classroom. They can also be ex-
tended to the semipublic space that 
flows between the units. 

Each classroom, comes along with 
a “serving wall” that accommodates 
everything that is needed. Whenever 
the class is over, it can all be locked, 
and the classroom can change its 
use, for example, the cultural center 
can organize an outdoor exhibition 
and the modules can serve as expo-
sition pavilions. 











06 CULTURAL LANDSCAPES

FALL 2014

YEAR

TIME

1 WEEK

PROFESSORS

CARLES LLOP

LOCATION

TARRAGONA

GUILLEM CANUDAS

GROUP

MIQUEL ARIAS

 The aim of the study was to have look to the landscape and to understand it from its 
whole meaning. Landscape it is not just trees and rivers. Landscape is a superposition of different 
layers. Humans hrrave influenced and modified the landscape. 

 The following drawing try to explain and to show the analyzed landscape in a stratified 
look, in order to identify the elements in a separate way and establishing 3 different groups: the 
subsoil, the soil and the sky. Afer identifying them, we will be able to but them together again and 
understand the landscape as this multi-layer whole. 

ALEJANDRA POUPLANA

MERCE CELMA

MARIA FERRE

MARTA SALVAT

ILENIA MOLINA

MARTA PUIGDOMENECH









ARCHITECTURE STUDENT

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

2011 - 2015
Degree in Architecture

UNIVERSITAT POLITÈCNICA de CATALUNYA (UPC) - ETSAV

2015 - 2016 University of Illinois (UIUC)  EEUU
Exchange year studing Architecture

June - August  2011
Working in the urbanism department

ARQUITECTE JORDI ARTIGAS - OUA

Microstation 2D and 3D

Photoshop

InDesign

EXPERIÈNCIA LABORAL

SOFTWARE SKILLS

OTHER ACTIVITIES

Translation and international communication.
BERMAQ S.A.

Desember - February 2012
Working in the urbanism department

ARQUITECTE JORDI ARTIGAS - OUA

Sketchup V-Ray

GUILLEM 
CANUDAS GORGAS

Auto cad

June  2016 - Present
Delineant i suport gràfic.

NEW FLAT - LORETO SERRA

November 2016 - Present
Working in the production of basic and executive projects.

JORDI ARTIGAS ARQUITECTE - OUA

Advanced

Competent Competent

Competent

Advanced Advanced

Codi HTML Competent

Office Advanced

COMPETITIONS

November 2016
MAG  “IN BETWEEN”

ARCHMEDIUM HONORABLE MENTION 

Earl Prize Fall 2015
The trump tower

ILLINOIS GRADUATE STUDENT DESIGN AWARDS



PROFILE

Guillem Canudas Gorgas

30 / 09 / 1993

LANGUAGES 

Catalan - Native

Spanish - Native

Anglès - Fluent

CONTACT

guillemcanudas@gmail.com

I am currently studying at ETSAV UPC (Escola Tècnica Supe-
rior del Vallès) since 2011. This school has provided me a global vision 
of different and the ability to crystalize all them into one concept, 
which is architecture. 

Then I had the opportunity to go on an exchange to University 
of Illinois (Chicago, 2014-2015). This experience taught me, not only 
to understand and perceive architecture from different and new points 
of view and being a perfect complement for my previous conception 
of architecture, but also it highly improved my communication skills. 

Working in architecture offices (Barcelona) taught me to un-
derstand a company internal logistics, file organization, responsibility, 
efficiency, to dialogue with clients and deal with demands, being on 
the site and to produce reasoned counter proposals. 

During my degree studies, I have been doing music and ins-
trument classes. This forced me to organize myself and be efficient 
while working and studding. I acquired studding and working habits, 
to pursue and achieve my goals. Being part of music groups also 
contributed to get initiative, responsibility and discipline. 

ABOUT ME



guillemcanudas@hotmail.com


